EVALUATING ARGUMENTS ABOUT INTERNATIONAL POLITICS

OBJECTIVES

- Theories help us sort out which facts are essential in understanding international affairs.
- Every theory should be susceptible to falsification by evidence and should be evaluated in terms of its logical consistency.
- In keeping with the first principle of wing walking, a theory should not be abandoned before there is substantial evidence in favor of an alternative explanation.
- Logic and evidence, rather than personal tastes, must be the key ingredients in assessing the merits of competing theories.
- The scientific method is the least subjective and most beneficial way of evaluating the merits of alternative explanations of the same phenomena.

THEORIES AS SIMPLIFICATIONS OF REALITY

History provides a description of reality, whereas theories provide prospective explanations of reality. All theories offer simplified representations of the facts that collectively make up what we think of as the true state of the world. Each theory simplifies in its own way what we know and believe. Theorizing about international politics is important in part because reality is much too complex to be made comprehensible without some form of simplification. Neither history nor current events can be understood as the totality of all the factors that go into defining a past or current circumstance.

This chapter develops rules for selecting among competing explanations and evidence so that we form a shared basis for judging facts as evidence. By using the scientific guidelines set out in this chapter, you will be able to evaluate the logic and evidence for alternative explanations of international relations. We will draw distinctions between assumptions and hypotheses. We will distinguish between the empirical accuracy of hypotheses and assumptions and become familiar with the “first principle of wing-walking” as a guideline for choosing among competing theories. The distinctions made here are fairly abstract, but they nevertheless constitute the basis for applying the scientific method to international affairs.

Policymakers cannot make decisions and implement policies with hindsight, although they can draw on lessons from the past. When they act, they must do so on the
basis of the information at hand at the time they choose a course of action. This means that they—and we, as students of politics—need to understand how to make choices while still in the dark about how things will turn out. And that means having some way to evaluate arguments and evidence before results can be known.

As noted in Chapter 1, our understanding of international relations depends both on facts and theoretical perspective. Some people contend that knowing the facts is all that is necessary to explain adequately what has happened in history or what will happen in the future.¹ Such a viewpoint discourages interest in perspective or theory. An outlook that focuses on facts alone inescapably leads to an inaccurate view of international relations. This is true because an approach based strictly on facts is impossible: everyone brings to the table some theoretical perspective on every question of international cooperation or competition. Indeed, the very selection of facts to look at is shaped by theories that we carry around with us, just as how we interpret those facts is shaped by that theoretical point of view. Employing a useful set of tools—that is, an effective theoretical perspective—for making sense of facts may allow us to predict the range of actions available to policymakers in international affairs and may even help us predict how things will turn out. In doing so we may help engineer better decisions in the future than have sometimes been made in the past.

Before beginning to assess international politics thoughtfully, we need to examine how theoretical arguments and factual evidence are used to understand international relations. We need to pick and choose what we think is important. If you were asked to list the causes of World War I, it is unlikely that you would include the discovery of gunpowder in China hundreds of years ago as a contributing factor, yet it would have been exceedingly difficult for those nations involved in the conflict to have wreaked so much destruction and fomented a world war without gunpowder. But who would consider such a remote development central to an explanation of the origins of World War I?

If you were asked to explain the collapse of the Soviet Union and the peaceful end of the cold war, it is unlikely that you would discuss the Helsinki Final Act. That international agreement, reached in the mid-1970s, led the United States and its European allies to recognize the borders of East Germany. In exchange, the Soviet government accepted the idea—although certainly not the practice—of principles of human rights. Yet, without the Helsinki Final Act it is likely that political dissent in the Soviet Union, and especially in Eastern Europe, would have been more harshly suppressed. The accords in effect gave the international community a license to protest what previously had been treated diplomatically as an internal affair of the Soviet Union. Still, in the greater scheme of things, the Helsinki agreement might not be given more than a footnote in the explanation of the end of the cold war (see, for example, Gaddis²). From these examples you can see that the explanation of any event depends significantly on which facts we choose to focus on and which facts we choose to ignore.
Do we explain the demise of the cold war by attending to the internal political and economic problems of the Soviet Union, or by emphasizing the impact of the U.S.-Soviet arms race rivalry? Perhaps European efforts at détente or the threat from China encouraged the Soviets to redefine their attitude toward the United States. Each of these explanations is plausible. Some are complementary, whereas others are contradictory. Making choices about matters such as these constitutes the first step in theory building.

**What Is a Theory?**

Theories state the expected relationships between variables. Expectations are formed by linking some variables as causes or probabilistic contributors to other variables as consequences in a series of logically connected arguments. The logical connections stipulate the relationship between the variables. A variable is a characteristic, event, idea, and so forth that can take on more than one value. Constants—that is, characteristics, events, ideas, and so forth that have only one value—are not variables. Consequently, theories are not primarily about constants. All theories include dependent and independent variables. A dependent variable is something that we hope to explain; an independent variable is something that we think will provide us with all or part of the explanation of the different values taken on by the dependent variable. Of course, one theory’s dependent variable may be another theory’s independent variable.

In the theory of arms races, for example, the dependent variables generally include such concepts as the arms expenditures of a country and the likelihood that a country will find itself at war. These are the phenomena that theories of arms races are designed to explain. Notice that the dependent variables are not individual events like “World War I” or the “2005 U.S. defense budget.” Rather, World War I might be an event that constitutes one of many events captured by a dependent variable, such as the “likelihood of war.” The 2005 U.S. defense budget, likewise, is an example of a defense expenditure decision; it is not itself a variable but rather a single value or single observation that is one part of a variable list of values or observations.

Some common independent variables in theories of arms races include the magnitude of the perceived threat coming from an adversary (often measured as that country’s level of arms expenditure) and the domestic demand for consumer goods, public services, and so forth other than defense (that is, guns vs. butter). Changes in the values of the independent variables are expected to lead to changes in the value of the dependent variable. For example, an increase in the perceived magnitude of a foreign threat is hypothesized to lead to an increase in arms expenditures. Thus, the theory of arms races states relationships between its independent variables and its dependent variables. It does not state a detailed explanation of a single event; rather, it tries to provide an explanation for at least one class of events.

The specific relationships between independent and dependent variables implied by any theory (including, of course, arms race theories) constitute its predictions.
Predictions are often referred to as hypotheses. They are the empirical implications drawn from the theory's logical connections between variables. The reasons the variables are expected to be related to one another in the way claimed in a theory constitutes the theory's explanation of the phenomena or generalizations with which it is concerned.

Predictions serve as a way of testing a theory's explanation. Reliable explanations almost certainly suggest that at least some reliable prediction is possible, provided the necessary tools of measurement and observation are available. Accurate predictions, however, can be achieved even without a meaningful explanation, and a meaningful explanation may lead only to limited predictive accuracy. Consider an example of accurate prediction that does not provide an explanation. Cricket chirps are highly correlated with the temperature of the air. If we know the number of cricket chirps per minute, we can predict the temperature outside quite accurately even though we may not have a clue about why crickets chirp as often as they do. It is certainly more likely that the temperature influences the chirping of crickets than that cricket chirps influence the temperature.

ConstrucTing Theories
How is a theory constructed? In some ways there are as many answers to this question as there are theories—or theorists. But every theory has core features in common. For example, every theory contains a set of assumptions. The assumptions of a theory are its crucial building blocks. Assumptions specify the group of simplifying conditions under which the theory is expected to be a helpful tool for explaining and predicting the phenomena with which it is concerned. In the study of international politics, a researcher selects assumptions that reflect his or her views and understanding of international affairs. Consequently, different researchers adopt different assumptions as they try to explain a broad range of international events.

For instance, one well-regarded theory of international politics is called neorealism. Neorealist theorists are interested in explaining when the set of states in the world and the relations between them are stable and when they are not. To do so, they assume that states are unitary actors without any internal domestic divisions or factions even though they know that in every state many individuals, often with different opinions, are involved in decisions that influence international politics. Neorealists make the implicit judgment that the variation in opinions across decision makers is not sufficient to distort the predictions made by a theory that assumes states are unitary actors.

Conversely, those who theorize based on the notion that bureaucracies shape foreign policy reject the idea that states are unitary actors, preferring instead to focus on the organizational mission of specific bureaucracies and their leaders. Naturally, these researchers know that on some issues, like the American declaration of war against Japan on December 8, 1941, there was virtual unanimity among responsible decision makers in the United States. They know that the unitary actor assumption can be a helpful conve-
nience in some cases, but they believe it oversimplifies reality in too many cases to be of real help in structuring a reliable account of international affairs.

Assumptions are the principal means by which theorists simplify reality. Assumptions describe the set of conditions under which the theory’s predictions are expected to hold. That means that one of the most important questions to ask about any theory is whether its assumptions limit the circumstances that the theory is capable of addressing so much that the theory seems trivial. If a theory’s assumptions prevent it from addressing the events or phenomena in the real world that motivated its construction in the first place, then the theory’s value is certainly going to be quite limited.

Theories are judged and compared to one another in the context of what they are intended to explain and predict. In general, the more events or facts a theory can explain with a limited set of assumptions, the more useful the theory will be. This is the principle of parsimony. Thus, a theory of war that does not require you to distinguish between big wars and little wars has greater potential value for the study of war than does a theory of nuclear war or a theory of short, low-cost, bilateral wars or a theory of trade wars. A theory of politics that also explains war is more useful still, even though it was not constructed to explain war alone.

Judging Theories

Judgment of any theory revolves around its logical truth or falsity and whether its predictions are trivial or useful. The logical truthfulness of a theory is a question of consistency, meaning that no assumptions can contradict others contained within the same theory. The accuracy of empirical predictions about what happens in the world is the primary means we have to judge the usefulness of a theory as an explanation for the real-world events that concern us. As human beings we often make value judgments, but we should not confuse these with dispassionate evaluation of the logic and evidence for and against a theory. We do not have to like a theory’s implications for those implications to be true. And we certainly cannot make the world a better place by ignoring unpleasant or inconvenient realities. In fact, we must confront those realities through logic and evidence so that we can think about how to improve the world without violating the laws of nature.

The Importance of Logical Consistency

A good starting place to judge a theory’s value is to evaluate whether its assumptions contradict each other. If they do, there will be considerable confusion about exactly what the theory predicts or what its explanation is. And this confusion will be irreconcilable. The presence of internal inconsistencies means that at least part of the theory is false on logical grounds. We will not even need to look at reality to judge its usefulness. Predictions that depend on logical contradictions cannot be useful because, whatever is
observed, the opposite might just as easily be a prediction that can be defended using the same theory. These predictions will be of the type “if A then B, but also if A then not B, and, maybe, if not A then B.” In fact, such a theory has nothing valuable to say about the relationship between independent variable A and dependent variable B.

Contradictions are sometimes unintentionally overlooked or sidestepped when scholars construct arguments about international affairs. We can guard against such oversights by insisting that assumptions be stated clearly and explicitly. Only when we know all of a theory’s assumptions can we figure out the logical connections that link independent and dependent variables in that theory. There is no room for careless reasoning because such reasoning can get us—and the world—into too much trouble. To see how much trouble imprecision can cause, consider the following assumptions from a prominent theory of international politics:

Since the desire to attain a maximum of power is universal, all nations must always be afraid that their own miscalculations and the power increases of other nations might add up to an inferiority for themselves which they must at all costs try to avoid. Hence all nations who have gained an apparent edge over their competitors tend to consolidate that advantage and use it for changing the distribution of power permanently in their favor. . . . The status quo nations, which by definition are dedicated to peaceful pursuits and want only to hold what they have, will hardly be able to keep pace with the dynamic and rapid increase in power characteristic of a nation bent upon imperialistic expansion.  

The above statement is drawn from perhaps the most influential international relations theorist of the past several decades, Hans Morgenthau. His theory of realism (discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4) focused on power as the essential determinant of how nations relate to one another. His was a brilliantly parsimonious effort at developing a comprehensive set of generalizations, or laws, about politics among nations. Much of his theory offered keen insight and wisdom, which is why his writings are still influential with policymakers today. Yet his theory housed fundamental contradictions, as reflected in the above quotation. And these contradictions make it difficult to figure out exactly what Morgenthau is arguing.

On the one hand, Morgenthau’s theory of realism is about a world in which each and every nation (assumed to be a rational, unitary actor) wants to get as much power as possible. In fact, each nation wants power so badly that it pursues the acquisition of more and more power at any cost. On the other hand, we are told that there are at least two kinds of nations in the world: status quo powers, which are content with what they have and so do not pursue increases in their power, and imperialist powers, which are dissatisfied with the amount of power they have and so try to gain more. What, then, does the theory predict about the relationship between a nation’s power and its actions? One part of the argument stipulates that a nation faced with the opportunity to gain power will pursue that opportunity no matter what (that is, at any cost). The other part says a
nation might or might not pursue the opportunity to gain power, depending on whether it is a status quo type or an imperialist expansionist type. How do we recognize whether a nation is imperialistic or status quo oriented? The answer apparently is based on hindsight: what did the nation do when faced with the opportunity?

No matter what a nation does when faced with the chance to gain power, its actions must have contradicted some condition of the theory and must be consistent with some other condition of the theory. Its behavior is not, in fact, predicted by the theory at all. Or—and this is much worse—it behaved in a manner that is apparently consistent with the theory because it behaved in accord with one of the two contradictory conditions. The theory cannot be proven to be wrong, even in principle.

Morgenthau's theory of realism provides no guidance as to who is a status quo power or an imperialist power, except after the fact. If a nation does not reach out for more power, then we can say it must be a status quo nation satisfied with what it has. If it does reach out for power, then it might be an imperialist power, in accordance with the second condition of the argument, or it may simply be any type of state (including a status quo state), in accordance with the first condition of the argument (recall that the first assumption says that all states seek power whenever the opportunity presents itself). Thus, the theory fails to provide guidance about one of the very phenomena it was designed to address. Inconsistencies in its assumptions rule out the possibility of reliable predictions.

The logical dilemma Morgenthau created is readily corrected. Let's assume that the world is made up of two types of states, imperialist states and status quo states. Suppose, contrary to Morgenthau, we assume that the difference between these two types of states is that imperialist states seek power regardless of the costs, whereas status quo states seek power only if there is no attendant cost but will pay a cost to maintain their current power. Assume further (as Morgenthau does elsewhere) that seeking or preserving power always involves potential costs. Such a theory has surprising implications.

If two imperialist states confront each other, each will seek to take power from the other regardless of the cost. This suggests that they will fight until one of them no longer has any power—that is, until one of them no longer exists as a sovereign state. If two status quo states confront each other they will not fight, regardless of the difference in their power, because any fight involves potential costs. If an imperialist state and a status quo state confront each other, the imperialist state will be prepared to fight, whereas the status quo state faces a quandary. Either it must voluntarily give up power to the imperialist state—clearly a costly action—or it must fight to protect what it has—also a costly action. Presumably, the status quo state will pursue whichever option has the lower expected cost. Following this through to its logical conclusion, our theory predicts that the world eventually will consist either of many status quo states and no imperialist states or of a single imperialist state. No other combination of states can persist once each state has had an opportunity to confront each other state.
Solving Morgenthau’s logical inconsistency reveals a theory that does not at all resemble reality. Conflicts between nations reveal that not all nations can be status quo powers. Likewise, that some countries live in peace with others indicates that not all states are imperialistically inclined. It is difficult indeed to find evidence that suggests that the world is being reduced to a single monolithic imperial power or to a global collection of peace-loving status quo powers. The revised theory is logically sound, but empirically of no interest. Morgenthau’s theory required inconsistency to adequately account for the variety of actions we can readily observe in international relations. Without that inconsistency, his theory cannot explain reality. Yet with it, we cannot say what the theory explains. This is why logical consistency is so important.

Truth and Falsity in Assumptions
Assumptions are not casual statements to be taken seriously when convenient and ignored otherwise. An assumption is a defining characteristic of a theory. The logical connections among assumptions imply the theory’s predicted relationships among variables. I emphasize the importance of consistency because it is virtually impossible to know what is being argued when theorists (or policymakers) contradict themselves. And we cannot evaluate arguments if we do not know what they are.

Because assumptions are so essential, it may seem appropriate, even important, to establish whether a stated assumption is true or not. However, in my opinion this is not a fruitful basis for evaluating a theory. As I explain my view on this issue, keep in mind that my viewpoint, although quite common in the physical sciences and in much of economics, is controversial among some social scientists.

To begin with, what exactly is meant by “true” or “false” when it comes to assumptions? We can distinguish between the two on purely logical grounds. A true theory is one in which the predictions follow logically from the assumptions. This is a somewhat narrow use of the term, and you may prefer to substitute the phrase “logically true” in its place in the discussion that follows. If the predictions do not follow from the assumptions, then we can say the theory is false. A theory with contradictions in it, then, is false (at least with regard to the parts influenced by the contradictory assumptions). Morgenthau’s theory, or at least part of it, is, in these terms, false. Note that I have not arrived at this judgment because I disagree with any one of his assumptions. My disagreement with any of his assumptions would be a matter of taste or personal judgment. Whether two (or more) assumptions are mutually contradictory is not a matter of taste, however; it is a matter of logic.

We can distinguish true and false from the notions of useful or trivial. The usefulness of a theory is an empirical question. If the theory makes predictions that reliably help us
understand the questions that motivated the theory’s construction, then the theory is useful. If the predictions are irrelevant or excessively inaccurate, then the theory is trivial. So while true or false refers to the internal logic of the theory, useful or trivial refers to its empirical value. False theories are inevitably trivial. Some true theories are also trivial because they fail to account for the facts we hoped to explain. What we all seek to discover are theories that are both true and useful.

Because “true” and “false” refer to internal consistency, I do not attempt to establish whether this or that individual assumption is true or false. What I do address is whether the set of assumptions behind a theory is both true and useful. The set is true if the assumptions do not contradict one another and the predictions derived from the theory follow logically from the assumptions. The set is useful if the assumptions lead to explanations and predictions that are consistent with reality according to some stated criteria for evaluating the theory’s empirical performance. Although individual assumptions may describe a world we do not care about (and so may be trivial), a single assumption cannot contradict itself (and so is neither true nor false).

No set of assumptions can be true in the sense that it represents an exhaustive catalog of the factors that influence the phenomena the theory is expected to explain and, perhaps, predict. All theories are necessarily simplifications of reality. The only alternative to a simplification of reality is reality itself, in all of its infinite complexity. Therefore, assumptions always leave something out.

Even recognizing this, we still may object that some assumptions are not true in the sense that they misrepresent an important part of reality. Yet when people say such assumptions are not true, they really mean that they are not useful. For example, it is common among many international relations researchers to talk about the national interest or the nation’s foreign policy. The nation is treated as if it were a unitary, singular actor, almost as if it were a human being. Such a description of a nation is obviously not true in some empirical sense. No nation consists of a single person or of a large number of people who unanimously hold the same opinion about every foreign policy matter.

The unitary actor assumption seems to be at odds with reality much of the time. But does that necessarily mean that we should toss it out? Although it may not be a useful assumption, I am confident that such a judgment cannot be made at the time the assumption is stated. We must always keep in mind that theories inevitably simplify reality in order to make explanation and prediction feasible and practical. Assumptions are the vehicle through which theorists simplify. Perhaps the unitary actor assumption

---

* Even if some of the predictions of a logically inconsistent theory are supported by the empirical record, the theory must be false. Although the empirical record suggests that it is worthwhile to construct a theory that in fact truly leads to predictions about the events supposedly “predicted” by the false theory, the falseness of the theory still cannot be in doubt. Logical inconsistency can allow one to make almost any claim or statement. Any part of a theory that is logically inconsistent is of no empirical interest per se. So too is any part that fails to pass the stated criteria in empirical tests of the theory’s usefulness.
simplifies too much, and perhaps it does not. We can judge the value of assumptions (apart from their internal logical consistency) only in terms of their output. What does this or that assumption contribute to the theory's explanation and prediction of events? This is the relevant question for judging its value. Tossing out the unitary actor assumption means that we must dispose of our inclination to talk about the nation's policy, the state's interests, and so forth. So embedded is the notion of the state as a meaningful concept that we should be cautious about throwing out the unitary actor assumption before demonstrating that there is a more useful, productive representation of reality.

If a set of assumptions provides many accurate predictions, then it does not simplify reality too much. If the assumptions of a theory do not provide many helpful and accurate predictions, then they do simplify too much. We can make these sorts of judgments only after we have evaluated the whole of any theory and have seen what happens as we drop each of its assumptions, one at a time. We cannot tell how valuable an assumption is going to be on philosophical grounds. The value of one or another assumption is a practical matter. If an assumption adds to the theory's predictive ability more than it takes away, then it is useful. Because the addition of assumptions increasingly restricts a theory's domain, it is important that we have only enough assumptions to deal with the circumstances of interest. The more assumptions we add, the fewer are the circumstances to which the theory can be applied. Therefore, it is useful to know exactly which assumptions from a theory are required to produce each of its hypotheses. Some hypotheses may need only a few assumptions, whereas others require the whole set. If any assumption is not required for the predictions that follow from a theory, then that assumption need not be included in the theory.

The most common objection to one or another assumption is that it is not true in the sense that it is not realistic. The trouble with this point of view is that it implies that the person making the claim or standing in judgment of some theory already knows what the true (or at least a truer) theory of international politics is. But if we knew what the right assumptions were, then we would have no need to theorize further. Our only remaining task would be to construct the instruments needed to implement the actions and strategies implied by the true theory (if, indeed, it is action oriented). Thus, when critics argue that an individual assumption is false, they are really saying that either they have evidence that the implications or predictions that depend on the assumption are false or they are making an argument based on taste, their personal likes and dislikes.

Arguments based on differences in taste generally are not productive. Just as different people find different forms of music or painting or literature or movies or foods or clothing appealing, so too do different people find different theoretical perspectives more or less appealing. The best way to deal with such differences in opinion about what are potentially fruitful assumptions is to put alternative views of the world to the test of history and to the test of the future. In this regard it is wise to be pragmatic. None of us truly
knows exactly how international relations works, just as no one truly knows how the physical world works. If we knew completely how any physical or human sphere of study really worked, then that subject would be a dead subject. No new research would be needed no matter how many new facts were accumulated or how much time had passed. No one is still studying the causes and cure of smallpox, for example. A full explanation has been achieved. Perhaps a new variety of smallpox will emerge in the future (as has happened with tuberculosis), thereby creating a need for new theorizing or new empirical research, but for now the subject has nothing left for study. This is not the case with international politics. In international politics, we must judge whether one theory or another explains more of the facts of interest without creating more confusion than clarity.

**The First Principle of Wing-Walking**

Explanations are always tentative. Theories are expected to prevail only as long as they outperform rival explanations of the same phenomena. If a more accurate, more predictive explanation comes along it is likely to supplant less successful theories. This may happen quickly or it may take many generations, but eventually better ideas come to prevail over inferior ones.

Sometimes theories, although capable of being proved false, can accommodate the discovery of *some* contradictory evidence. They are judged to be false only if the body of contradictory evidence grows large enough. Consider, for instance, Ptolemy’s theory of mechanics, which predated Newton’s theory. No one today relies on Ptolemaic theories of motion to explain the movement of planets and stars even though for most everyday purposes the Ptolemaic view does as well as Newtonian mechanics and Einstein’s theory of relativity. Ptolemaic theory persisted for a long time, but the ideas of Copernicus, Kepler, and others eventually shook confidence in it. Ptolemaic astronomy predicts fewer events correctly than does Newtonian theory. For instance, although Ptolemy’s theory did rather well in predicting the motion of heavenly bodies, it did not do well in predicting the trajectory of falling objects on earth.

Ptolemaic theory contends that planets do not follow elliptical orbits around the sun but, rather, follow epicycles (roughly, loop-the-loops) around the earth. Such a pattern of movement is consistent with observations taken from the night sky. If you plot the location of a distant planet from night to night over the course of the year, you will not observe an orderly path of motion. The path can be made predictable, however, if you assume that the planet loops back from time to time. These epicycles generally provide accurate predictions. But once we accept Copernicus’s theory that the sun, not the earth, is at the center of the solar system, Ptolemaic astronomy no longer makes sense. Eventually, the evidence against the Ptolemaic view became too great for the theory to be sustained. Rival arguments did a better job of explaining “the facts,” including those the Ptolemaic perspective simply could not accommodate.
Theoretical assumptions shape how we view the world, whether that world is the physical universe or the domain of politics. The Ptolemaic perspective (left) dominated thinking for two millennia, whereas the Copernican system (right) has been dominant for about five hundred years. Some keystones of the Ptolemaic view include the assumption that Earth was at the center of the universe and that objects were naturally at rest unless put into motion. God was seen as the prime mover required to put the planets, sun, and other heavenly bodies into motion. The Copernican system placed the sun at the center of our solar system, with the planets revolving around it. Later, scholars like Kepler, Galileo, and Newton elaborated on Copernicus’s insight, introducing the ideas that orbits are elliptical, objects are naturally in motion unless brought to rest, and gravity is a force that brings objects to rest that perhaps obviated the need for God as a prime mover. Changes in scientific assumptions can fundamentally alter how we understand even the most commonplace experiences, thereby giving us new insights into how our physical or social world works.

Clearly, we need some guidelines to help us judge when the evidence or the flaws in an argument are sufficient to conclude that the theory in question is inadequate. In our everyday lives we make such judgments all the time. Few of us rely on our daily horoscope to plan our activities. Reading horoscopes may be fun, but there just does not seem to be a reliable relationship between prediction and reality. We have concluded that it is not an adequate tool. It is the accumulation of evidence and counterarguments about what happens in reality that is at the heart of choosing among competing theories. We would be rather alarmed to discover that our foreign policy leaders choose their actions according to horoscope readings. In fact, false rumors that Ronald Reagan relied on astrological readings during negotiations with Mikhail Gorbachev created quite a stir and not a few jokes at Reagan’s expense.
Sometimes we cling to a theory even when we know it is not reliable. Usually we do so in observation of the first principle of wing-walking.\(^b\) If you are out on the wing of an airplane in flight (and I really recommend against finding yourself in such a situation), don’t let go of what you are holding on to unless you have something better to hold on to. Even then, you may have to think twice about letting go. Knowing that something better is available does not mean that the alternative is sufficiently attractive that you will immediately want to make the switch, especially if there are associated risks or costs. This is one reason why Ptolemaic mechanics held sway for so long. However hard it was to believe that planets loop back on themselves, there was no point in giving up that theory until something better (such as Newtonian mechanics) came along. Even then, switching was costly, and so people clung to the old ideas for a long time. Newtonian mechanics were not regularly taught in British schools for one hundred years after their development.

The first principle of wing-walking is particularly relevant when dealing with beliefs about how things work in the world. Giving up beliefs is costly. The benefits of a new set of beliefs had better be large enough to compensate for the costs of abandoning old ones. If the benefits are not expected to exceed the costs, then it seems unlikely that any of us would give up our beliefs. One reason that international politics may be predictable is that beliefs are not easily abandoned. Because leaders stick to their beliefs until it becomes too costly to continue to do so, behavior is likely to run a predictable course. If we can assess people’s beliefs, we can begin to understand how they perceive the world and we can use that knowledge to predict their decisions and actions.

Consider this simple example of the costs of switching from an inferior tool to a superior one. Suppose you are doing a fix-up job at home. Maybe you are assembling a new television stand or wiring a stereo. In either case you probably will need a screwdriver. Now, maybe you do not have the best-fitting screwdriver for the job, but you do have a screwdriver that will work, even if it will wiggle around in the screw a bit too much. Most of us would know that a better screwdriver exists, but most of us would not spend the time and money involved in getting the better tool. After all, we probably won’t be needing the new tool very often and the screwdriver we have is adequate—not ideal, but adequate. Maybe it will do some damage to the head of a screw, but then we do not anticipate having to fiddle with the screw again in the foreseeable future.

So it is with the selection and the use of theories. We do not always strive to use the best tool because identifying the best tool may be too costly, or even if we know what tool to use, it may be too costly to learn how to use it. The more convinced we are that we have an adequate alternative, the lower the costs have to be to justify a switch in tools. If the stakes are large enough, and errors are expected to be sufficiently costly, then we probably will spend the time and money to learn about a better tool. If, for instance, we need to repair a fighter aircraft with a screwdriver, then we will probably get the best

\(^b\) I thank Kenneth Shepsle, who first introduced me to this principle.
screwdriver available for the task. The cost of an error is too great to risk using the wrong tool. Crossed stereo wires are one thing, a malfunction at 40,000 feet at twice the speed of sound is quite another.

The first principle of wing-walking was an essential (although unspoken) feature of the national security debate in the United States during the presidency of Ronald Reagan. At that time, the noted physicist (and father of the hydrogen bomb) Edward Teller proposed a defensive response to the threat of nuclear holocaust. The policy Teller proposed was to develop a defense against incoming missiles. This was known officially as the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). Its critics dubbed it "Star Wars." Teller's proposal represented a sharp departure from existing U.S. policy and a return to a military approach more commonly seen before World War II.

Before World War II an important feature of any nation’s military policy was to maintain a strong defense against foreign aggression. The emergence of a nuclear threat, however, changed this thinking in the United States. Americans introduced the idea of mutual assured destruction (MAD), in which it was thought that the best defense against nuclear war was an offense so powerful that it could ensure its possessor’s ability to wreak unacceptable destruction even after an opponent had launched a successful first-strike attack. Under MAD, cities and civilian populations were the priority targets of attack rather than weapons and military installations precisely because it was thought that the fear of such devastating and demoralizing losses would curb anyone’s appetite for war. SDI would have changed that by providing a protective shield against the destruction of cities. Among the many arguments made against SDI, one focused on the technical feasibility of the program. Another relied on the first principle of wing-walking. Many observed that nuclear deterrence through MAD had successfully protected peace and stability for decades. They believed that there was no good reason to switch to a different approach that might or might not prove to be a significant improvement over existing policy. They chose to live with the existing theory of nuclear security (nuclear deterrence) rather than switch to a new theory based on defense (SDI). Debate over SDI persists, with the administration of George W. Bush committed to pushing forward on the development and deployment of an antimissile defense system while opponents decry the effort as a risk to international stability.

The first principle of wing-walking forces us to pay attention to the costs as well as to the benefits of alternative ways of thinking about a problem. This principle of costs and benefits is one of the reasons that some rather disappointing theories of international politics remain prominent long after they have been shown to be lacking in explanatory or predictive capabilities. The first principle of wing-walking is the reason that Morgenthau’s flawed theory continues to be taught and believed in by researchers and policymakers alike. Whatever its weaknesses, for these scholars either realism seems sufficiently adequate (as Ptolemaic mechanics seemed adequate for so long) or the costs of switching to an alternative theory seem too high to merit its abandonment.
The first principle of wing-walking encourages caution in rejecting theories. It reminds us to be skeptical of new ideas even as it encourages us to be open to persuasive evidence against old ideas. One threat to such openness arises because we have certain “habits of mind” that help us in thinking about things. Consider a simple example. Look around you and make a list of some of the objects that you see that are moving and some that are not. Perhaps you have noticed that the chair you are sitting on is quite still (or are you rocking back on its legs?) but that people around you are moving about. Surely you can draw up a long list of things that are moving and things that are still. In fact, no object is still. After all, you, your chair, this book, and everything else around you are hurtling through space at tremendous speed.

One of Galileo’s great intellectual triumphs was to begin his theorizing by assuming that objects can naturally be in motion unless they are brought to rest. He assumed that this was true of objects like himself, the planet Earth, the stars, and everything else. Galileo’s assumption contradicted a well-established “habit of mind” of his day, and, perhaps, even of ours. People usually follow their senses. In Galileo’s day they were used to thinking that stones and trees and especially the planet did not move. It seemed to Galileo’s contemporaries that some objects moved—like the sun or the moon—and other objects stood still. To them, Galileo’s assumption seemed absurd, and so, therefore, did the implications or predictions of his theory. Even today the language we use to describe dawn and dusk depends on the pre-Galilean notion that the sun is moving around the earth, rising and falling, rather than that the earth is moving around the sun and around its own axis.

The notion that objects are naturally in motion represented a radical departure from conventional thinking in Galileo’s day. It not only violated people’s sense of what was true, but it also appeared to contradict Scripture, and subsequently, the teachings of the Catholic Church. That, of course, got Galileo into a great deal of trouble. Rather than face the consequences of his heresy, he reluctantly agreed to stop teaching that the earth moved, but neither his recanting nor commonsense observations could change reality or the evidence that would gradually be amassed to show that Galileo was right.

Galileo’s experience teaches us to be humble about assumptions and encourages us not to be overly resistant to new ideas. We should not be too quick to dismiss a theory because we doubt its assumptions. Rather, we should wait for the evidence about the theory’s predictions. The proof of the theory is in the testing, not in our judgment of the quality of its assumptions.

One final comment about assumptions and the first principle of wing-walking is in order before we move on. Sometimes people are tempted to dismiss a theory because they believe the assumptions reflect some bias. In fact, they may be right. Capitalists tend to dismiss Marxist arguments on these grounds, much as Marxists often dismiss free market–oriented theories based on ideological bias. This is just another guise by which people object to assumptions on the basis of differences in taste. Whether assumptions
are selected because of a bias or not does not matter as long as the standard for evaluating the usefulness of assumptions is how well the theory performs in predicting and explaining events. If tests are biased, then there will be a problem. However, despite the motivation behind its construction, the theory itself is best judged on the basis of whether it accounts for the facts it was constructed to explain and predict. Biased assumptions have no advantage over unbiased assumptions (whatever those may be) in regard to empirical performance.

The Case Study Method and Testing Theories

In international relations research, it is common to evaluate the empirical usefulness of theories by presenting one or several case histories that are consistent with a theory's predictions. The evaluation of a theory through the close scrutiny of a single event and the associated details is often referred to as a case study. Case studies can be helpful tools for developing ideas about a phenomenon or for shedding light on a specific event, but when cases are selected because they are consistent with a particular claim, they are not a test of the accuracy of the claim.

Selecting cases because they are consistent with a theory is not a fair test of the theory. For example, consider the following test of the claim that arms races cause war. We look at the circumstances of relevant nations just before the Napoleonic wars, World War I, and World War II, and we see that in each case an arms race was in progress. We infer, therefore, that the claim that arms races cause war is true. This inference is not warranted by the evidence because there are many other (overlooked) examples in which arms races were not succeeded by war. Picking cases because they are consistent with a theory leads us to miss all those cases that could refute the theory.

Sometimes people try to justify selecting cases that are consistent with the theory under study by noting that they are picking a "difficult" case. Usually this just compounds the problem because the case is "difficult" in the sense that it is not representative of the class of events that the theory seeks to explain. That is, the case is difficult because it has some features that make it extremely unusual. Cases for investigation should be selected because they represent a wide array of variation on the independent and dependent variables, not because they represent a particular value on the dependent variable or because they seem difficult because confounding factors are in operation. The principle of random case selection has been well established among statisticians for about a century.

Remember that theories are about relationships among variables, not about constants. Yet many, many investigations of the causes of very large wars examine only the constants. There are literally thousands of studies on the causes of World War I. Many of these evaluate a theory, or at least some hypothesis, about the causes of deadly, long, multilateral wars. But these studies select facts based on a particular value of the depen-
dent variable. In fact, the dependent variable turns out not to be a variable at all. It is a constant within the case, which leaves nothing to be explained. For instance, understanding the causes of large wars requires that we understand how those causes differ from the causes of small wars or other types of conflicts. Looking at only large wars leaves no variation in the thing to be explained—namely, the causes of large wars. If we want to know what makes them large, we must also know what factors prevent other conflicts from turning into large wars. We need cases with different scales of war that can be compared with one another.

A similar problem in selection bias is common among studies of international political economy when such studies focus on regimes and cooperation. Many researchers are interested in evaluating what impact regimes have in encouraging cooperation. Regimes in this context are organizations, institutions, or norms that regulate a pattern of behavior. Usually the interest in regime studies is in explaining cooperation between states. Commonly, the researcher selects a case with a known cooperative outcome and then looks for the existence of an international regime or organization that can be said to have fostered the cooperative outcome. Perhaps the author is correct in the assessment of the role of the regime, but this does not at all tell us whether similar regimes also operated in settings that did not lead to cooperation between states. The question of whether certain regimes promote cooperation (a relationship between variables, including the presence or absence of a regime and the presence or absence of cooperation) simply cannot be evaluated without knowing more about the tendency of the regime context to produce cooperative outcomes compared with circumstances not imbedded in a regime context. Are there regimes designed to foster cooperation that end up yielding conflict? Of course there are, but studies typically do not pay attention to these failures and so produce biased inferences. The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), designed to foster cooperation among oil-producing and exporting countries, is frequently home to conflict among its members over what its oil production quota ought to be. Although widely studied by economists and others interested in cartels, there are few studies of OPEC among regime theorists interested in international cooperation.

Are there instances of cooperation without a regime? Again the answer is yes. For decades, the U.S. government and the Israeli government have demonstrated a high degree of cooperation without relying on a formal alliance agreement. Although substantial research has been done on U.S.-Israeli relations, little of it has been conducted by international relations specialists interested in the role of regimes in fostering cooperation.

The cases of OPEC and U.S.-Israeli relations help sort out how important regimes are in fostering, or not fostering, cooperation. Selecting based on the dependent variable by only picking cases of cooperation in regimes introduces an analytic bias and makes use of knowledge about what ultimately happened, knowledge that the decision makers could not possibly have had before the fact. Analytic bias and hindsight are two
elements that we should avoid in designing ways to assess how well alternative theories perform empirically.⁶

Before leaving our discussion of case studies, I will add one more set of thoughts to the discussion. It is possible to establish or refute certain claims of a theory unambiguously through the use of even a single case study. Consider the difference between necessary conditions, sufficient conditions, and necessary and sufficient conditions. Necessary conditions refer to circumstances or factors that must be present in order for the consequence to happen. If they are absent, the consequence cannot occur. For example, exposure to smallpox bacteria is necessary to contract smallpox. If smallpox bacteria are not present it is not possible to contract the disease. Exposure to the smallpox bacteria, however, is not sufficient to contract smallpox. For example, one might be immune and still be exposed to the bacteria. The immunity ensures that the disease will not develop. Sufficient conditions refer to circumstances that, if they arise, ensure that the consequence will happen. For example, being the sole winner of the big prize in a state lottery is sufficient to guarantee that a person receives great wealth, but it is not a necessary condition. Great wealth can be achieved through many other means, including inheritance, great success in business, writing many best sellers, and so forth. None of those conditions is necessary for great wealth, but each is sufficient. Necessary and sufficient conditions satisfy both necessity and sufficiency. That is, the condition must be obtained for the consequence to happen, and the consequence is guaranteed to happen if the condition is met.

Now let us think about case studies, necessity, sufficiency, and interstate cooperation. Tables 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 look at whether or not a regime is present (the independent variable) in a set of circumstances and relate this to whether or not that set of circumstances culminates in cooperation or conflict (the dependent variable). The regimes literature suggests a hypothesis that says that regimes foster cooperation, a topic I explore in much greater depth in Chapter 14. Table 2-1 shows an example of thirty hypothetical observations that support the inference that the presence of a regime appears necessary but not sufficient for cooperation. Table 2-2 illus-
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⁶Selecting based on the dependent variable is a problem for any argument concerned with identifying factors sufficient to cause a result, but it is not a problem when the concern is only to identify factors that are necessary for a result.⁹
trates hypothetical evidence for thirty observations that support the claim that regimes are sufficient but not necessary for cooperation. Table 2-3 depicts a pattern in which regimes are both necessary and sufficient for cooperation. Keep in mind as you read these or any other "data tables" that the numbers in the cells of the table represent how many cases fit the value of the row and column variables.

In Table 2-1 we can see that whenever cooperation is observed (the dependent variable), we also observe that a regime is present. At the same time it is evident that regimes do not guarantee cooperation; half of the time when a regime is present there is still conflict, but there is never cooperation without a regime. This is what is meant when we say it is a necessary condition. If there are no problems with assigning cases to each category in the table, then a single instance of cooperation without a regime, such as the U.S.-Israeli case, refutes the hypothesis that a regime is necessary for cooperation.

Table 2-2 shows that whenever a regime is present there is cooperation, although cooperation can also occur without a regime. Thus, Table 2-2 illustrates the case in which the presence of a regime is sufficient to produce cooperation but not necessary. This is evident from the fact that there are cases of cooperation without regimes. Table 2-3 shows that cooperation occurs only if a regime is present and that conflict arises only if a regime is absent. Table 2-3 illustrates both necessary and sufficient conditions. It is evident that if there is one instance of a regime that does not lead to cooperation, as in the case of OPEC, then regimes are not sufficient to guarantee cooperation. Either the U.S.-Israeli case or the OPEC case refutes the argument that regimes are necessary and sufficient to ensure cooperation.

Suppose a theory makes a weaker prediction than that implied by necessity, sufficiency, or both. If a theory predicts that something is possible under certain conditions—not necessary or sufficient, nor even probable—then we can prove the claim with just one case. A single demonstration that the specified conditions have occurred and the possible outcome has arisen is adequate to prove such a weak claim. These claims are known as existence claims. Let's look at an example.

Two similar and widely held theories suggest that wars that fundamentally alter the structure of international relations, especially relations between the most powerful
states, must be large, costly wars. An alternative view, the theory of strategic competition between states, suggests that it is possible for a system-transforming war to occur even if the war is short, and costs relatively few lives. The Seven Weeks' War, fought in 1866 between Prussia and Austria with participation by Italy and several small German principalities, is an example of just such a war. The existence claim of the strategic perspective that is set out in Chapter 5 is proved because this small, relatively low-cost war transformed how the states of Europe related to each other as suggested by the strategic perspective but in contradiction to other theories. This one case does not prove that the theory from which the claim is derived is true, just that the specified phenomenon can exist in contradiction to some other theory.

Most theories about international relations or, for that matter, any other social phenomena make predictions that are probabilistic. Such hypotheses typically say something like, "the more the independent variables increase in value, the more likely it is that the dependent variable will increase." For instance, a typical hypothesis might say "the more balanced power is between rival states, the more likely they are to live peacefully with each other." A single case study cannot provide any information about the credibility of such a hypothesis. The hypothesis claims that there will be a mix of outcomes (that is what it means to be probabilistic) associated with changes in the values of the independent variables but that the mix of values will tend toward peaceful relations as power becomes more equal between rivals. Even two or three cases are insufficient to evaluate the accuracy of this hypothesis in a convincing way. When hypotheses are probabilistic, confidence either in a claim or its refutation improves as we observe larger and larger numbers of relevant cases. That is, probabilistic hypotheses are better tested with statistical methods than with a small number of individual case histories.

A Standard for Comparing Theories

How can we choose among competing theories? We can use the first principle of wing-walking. This means that we choose one theory over another if it outperforms the competing theory. The criteria applied here are straightforward. When two theories make predictions about the same phenomena or set of events, one is judged to be better than the other if it explains those facts accounted for by the rival theory plus some additional facts not explained by the competing theory. Furthermore, the allegedly better theory must explain these additional facts without adding a net surplus of newly unexplained circumstances. Thus, our standard of judgment is quite pragmatic. The more things a theory can explain, and the fewer the errors it makes compared with alternative theories, the better it is. A theory will be abandoned only after the evidence shows that a compet-
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\[d\] These theories are discussed in Chapter 16. They are known as the theory of the power transition and the theory of hegemonic war.
ing theory does a superior job of accounting for the facts. It is not enough to get more things right; the theory must also not get more things wrong that were previously accounted for. There must be a net improvement in prediction. There are, of course, practical difficulties in the implementation of this, or any, standard. But at least this is removed from arguments about personal tastes and imbedded in criteria on which people can agree.

I use seven criteria to turn the theoretical discussion into practical rules for assessing arguments. The criteria adopted here have been suggested by Kenneth Waltz,12 one of the most prominent students of international affairs. They are:

1. State the theory being tested.
2. Infer hypotheses from it.
3. Subject the hypotheses to experimental or observational tests.
4. In taking steps two and three, use the definitions of terms found in the theory being tested.
5. Eliminate or control perturbing variables not included in the theory under examination.
6. Devise several distinct and demanding tests.
7. If a test fails, ask whether the theory flunks completely, needs repair and restatement, or requires a narrowing of scope of its explanatory claims.

At minimum, these seven criteria capture what is needed for a theory to remain a contender in the struggle to discover how international politics works. By carefully applying these criteria to the tools of analysis available to us, it should be possible for us to come to a better understanding of international affairs.

Why Do We Need Theories?

You may well wonder what need there is to worry at all about abstract theoretical perspectives on how international politics works. Why, for instance, don’t we just get on with the business of describing and explaining international affairs as they are? Do national leaders really care about theories or scientific standards in devising their policies, or is it enough to have good judgment, wisdom, some knowledge of history, and maybe a little luck? These are good questions that deserve serious consideration and serious responses.

The business of describing, explaining, predicting, and perhaps engineering international affairs is not as simple as it may seem. Knowledge of the facts, for example, is a far cry from understanding those facts or comprehending why circumstances evolved in the way they did.13 It seems almost impossible to talk about the facts of international politics without worrying about standards for judging evidence and the means of evaluating
competing theories about what is happening before our eyes. How else are we to know which facts are relevant and which can safely be ignored?

Just consider today's headlines. Someplace in today's newspaper there is a story about an international dispute, possibly over trade barriers, ethnic rivalries, border clashes, or religious differences. Perhaps Turkey and Greece are arguing over the possibility of admitting Turkey into the European Union. Maybe India and Pakistan are engaged in a dispute over their claims to Kashmir. Possibly the United States and Canada disagree about the interpretation of NAFTA. Maybe Mexico is threatening to seal its border, cutting off Central Americans trying to pass through Mexico to enter the United States as undocumented aliens. China, Vietnam, Malaysia, Taiwan, and others may each be claiming the rights to oil deposits near the Spratly Islands in the South China Sea. Iran and the United Nations may be quarreling over Iran's weapons-grade uranium enrichment program, or Israel and Syria over the Golan Heights. Romanians and Moldavians may be disputing the location of boundaries between their territories.

Whatever the headlines, it will be evident that there are lots of different ways to explain each of these conflicts of interest. News accounts of ethnic rivalry, the balance of power, economic dependency, or imperialism reflect ideas about theories or organizing principles that explain international affairs. Such common ideas as “do unto others as you would have them do unto you,” “an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth,” or “turn the other cheek” are just a few ways people think about what encourages countries to resolve their differences or discourages them from doing so. Each is part of some theory of international relations developed as a tool that might help us understand how nations relate to each other. Each tool directs us to focus our attention on different facts and offers a different explanation of events.

Theories about norms may turn our attention toward the history of past interactions between particular states. If we focus on norms, then we are likely to be concerned about the domestic social and cultural constraints leaders face. Perhaps the cultural or social values in some countries make using violent strategies especially costly for political leaders. In that case, norms could be a pacifying influence in foreign policy. Balance-of-power theory, by contrast, encourages us to seek out facts about the power resources of states and to assume that nations are inherently hostile toward one another. We would be more concerned with the wealth and military might of states if we took a balance-of-power perspective than if we approached a rivalry from the perspective of cooperative norms. From the point of view of a theory of cooperative norms, such as the theory of liberalism discussed in Chapter 4, power would be thought less consequential than, for example, the history of shared interests and cultural values.

The choice among alternative theories, or tools, and the standards for evaluating them are not only important for us as students and citizens but are important as well for those individuals entrusted with the responsibility for making the myriad decisions that describe the relations between nations. Decision makers probably do not choose their
courses of action by throwing darts at a list of options. Surely if we believed that our leaders make life and death decisions in such an irresponsible way we would throw them out of office. And that, remember, is a risk that people who are ambitious to lead do not engage in lightly. All leaders around the world rely, knowingly or unconsciously, on some tools or theories of international affairs to help guide their decisions. Leaders often quote the principles or hypotheses derived from such tools as the justification for their decisions. Consider two examples of principles used by leaders in critical foreign policy settings.

Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto, the architect of Japan's attack against Pearl Harbor, was fond of saying, "an efficient hawk hides his claws." Here is a generalization about international affairs that helped guide the secretiveness behind Japan's planning and execution of its attack. It may or may not be a useful or helpful principle, but it certainly was an important one. After all, it was not inevitable that the Japanese would choose the secret and aggressive course of action that they chose to carry out on December 7, 1941.

The Japanese might just as readily have taken a different point of view. They might have subscribed to a hypothesis commonly argued by those who believe in the theory of deterrence. Had they accepted a deterrence point of view, the Japanese might have openly declared in 1941 that they would launch a severely punishing attack against American interests unless the United States lifted its trade embargo against Japan and stopped threatening its activities in the Pacific. Probably Japan's leaders would not have wanted to say exactly what the threatened punishment would be or exactly when it would take place. That would have put their fleet of aircraft carriers at unnecessary risk. Still, they might have chosen an open threat intended to alter America's behavior. Such an approach would have relied on an utterly different assessment of the appropriate tools for accomplishing their objectives than the tools implied by their secret, clandestine attack. Had they believed they could deter the United States by persuading Franklin Roosevelt that the costs of his policies toward Japan outweighed the benefits, then the threat of punishment alone might have been sufficient to achieve their goals. They might never have
attacked any U.S. facilities at all. Indeed, later we will see how Japan came to choose the stealth approach, in which their intentions and actions were kept secret as long as possible, over the deterrent alternative, in which their alleged intentions, if not their actions, would have been common knowledge to all concerned parties. Had Japan’s intentions been common knowledge, the United States would have known of them; the Japanese government, in turn, would have known that the U.S. government knew Japan’s intentions; the U.S. government, for its part, would then have known that the Japanese government knew that the Americans knew Japanese intentions; and so forth. We will learn when the threat of punishment can be sufficient to induce the desired behavior and when a threatened punishment must actually be carried out.

Leaders often talk about “maintaining the balance of power” or “promoting a favorable balance of power” (which usually means having a great imbalance in their favor) as guidelines to conducting their nations’ foreign policies. Indeed, a few illustrations may help suggest that a concern with the theory of the balance of power is as old as history and as fresh as today’s headlines. Consider the following three quotations. Each reveals a concern about the balance of power between rivals. The first comes from the Gospel according to Luke, the second from a memorandum by Sir Eyre Crowe to the British government shortly before the outbreak of World War I, and the third from the memoirs of Henry Kissinger, Richard Nixon’s notable national security adviser and later his secretary of state.

What king, going to make war against another king, sitteth not down first and consulteth whether he be able with ten thousand to meet him that cometh against him with twenty thousand.

Or else, while the other is still far away he sends a delegation and asks terms of peace. (Luke 14:31)

History shows that the danger threatening the independence of this or that nation has generally arisen, at least in part, out of the momentary predominance of a neighboring State at once militarily powerful, economically efficient, and ambitious to
extend its frontiers or spread its influence. . . . The only check on the abuse of political predominance derived from such a position has always consisted in the opposition of an equally formidable rival, or of a combination of several countries forming leagues of defence. The equilibrium established by such a grouping of forces is technically known as the balance of power. (Quoted in Hartmann 1978, 316)

Throughout history the political influence of nations has been roughly correlative to their military power. While states might differ in their moral worth and prestige of their institutions, diplomatic skill could augment but never substitute for military strength. In the final reckoning weakness has invariably tempted aggression and impotence brings abdication of policy in its train. . . . The balance of power . . . has in fact been the precondition of peace.16

Such examples suggest that leaders, at least some of the time, take very seriously the theories that have been used to try to make sense of history. Theories probably do not determine choices in a mechanistic way so much as they serve as signposts for leaders who must map out a foreign policy course. That is one reason why it is important to understand the tools that shape their judgments, even if those tools prove to be faulty or just plain wrong. Even if a theory is woefully inaccurate, if leaders rely on it we should strive to understand it and to understand why it goes wrong and with what consequences. Later, I believe you will be convinced that the balance-of-power theory is incorrect in many of its most important predictions. Yet it strongly influences how leaders make decisions. Surely it is as important for us to understand what consequences follow from reliance on incorrect arguments as it is to understand what consequences emerge from reliance on correct arguments? By comprehending the faults with a theory we may help prevent foreign policy errors in the future.

**The Scientific Method as a Guide to Arguments and Evidence**

With so many alternative ways to think about what is going on in international affairs, amassing facts and making decisions can be a daunting task. Fortunately, there are sensible guidelines to help us and our leaders evaluate the effectiveness of these alternative ways of thinking about international problems and to decide when a perspective is probably wrong. By using these guidelines, we can expect to make reasonable and helpful
judgments about the quality of different arguments and the credibility of the evidence for or against those arguments.

What I am referring to here is use of the **scientific method**. The scientific method imposes only a few basic conditions. In doing so, it guides our application of the first principle of wing-walking by helping us to see when to hold on to an old theory and when to let it go and embrace a new one. As I emphasized earlier, scientific analysis requires logical consistency. This means that we must state clearly how one set of factors implies or causes another set of factors. Competing arguments must be evaluated through experiments that control for confounding, alternative explanations. In the physical sciences this is a much easier requirement to satisfy than in the social sciences. Within the field of international politics, “controlled experiments” usually means that theoretical expectations are evaluated against historical data. The cases selected for evaluation must be representative of the class of events in which we are interested. Since no one case study can be representative, case studies alone are not adequate as scientific tests of most arguments. To ensure that cases are representative we choose randomly with regard to factors that are not part of the argument. Randomness ensures that the tests control for the possible effects of other factors. Tests must also be replicable. That is, different researchers examining the same body of evidence should reach the same conclusions even if they are unfamiliar with each other’s investigations. The conclusions are not based on personal judgments or on personal values. Theories lead to empirical predictions. This is why both the logic and the evidence for or against a theory are so important.

Predictions are always contingent. They differ from prophecies in that scientific predictions state that if certain conditions are met, then certain results are expected to follow. When other conditions are met, then the theory may predict other outcomes. Prophecies are not concerned with the conditions from which consequences follow; they are concerned only with the consequences. Scientific predictions can be about things that have already happened or about things that have not yet happened. For example, using Newtonian mechanics we can predict the location of Mars in the night sky on any day of any year, past, present, or future. If Mars were observed to be somewhere other than the predicted location, then the theory on which the prediction was based would be called into question. This would be just as true if Mars proved to have been somewhere else on a past date or a future date. Tests of theories about international affairs also rely on predictions. Sometimes the evidence is based on how closely past events fit the expectations of a given theory. In the most demanding cases, the evidence for a theory pertains to predictions about events that have not yet happened. Both types of predictions are emphasized throughout this book, and you will learn how to make reliable predictions about events that have not yet happened.

The scientific method focuses our attention on the internal, logical consistency of alternative explanations of “the facts” and compels us to look for critical, replicable tests
and evidence that allow any of us to reach theoretically and empirically defensible conclusions about competing arguments. We may disagree about the interpretation of the evidence or the weight to be given to it in assessing the strengths and weaknesses of a theory, but at least we will be able to discuss these matters based on the same criteria, even if we do not share common judgments or expectations. Of course, you may disagree about the appropriateness of the scientific method, and I may be wrong about its value. There certainly is no shortage of sensible, knowledgeable people who have concluded that the standard methods of science are not applicable to politics. But whether these standards can be applied to international politics is not a matter to be resolved by assertion; the proof of this pudding really is in the testing. Careful judgments about alternative theories, grounded in the scientific method, are important because the costs of wrong decisions in international affairs can be devastating. We certainly want to avoid using wrong ideas or ideas that are inappropriate for the problem at hand.

**When a Theory Is Wrong**

The notion that a theory can “go wrong” does not seem terribly complicated. Most of us probably understand this phrase in pretty much the same way. For one thing, we probably would have no problem agreeing that if a theory regularly leads to predictions that are inconsistent with reality, then the theory, rather than reality, is wrong. After all, reality is what it is. Reality may be “wrong” in a moral sense. We may not like what happens, but it still incontrovertibly happens.

Some theorists argue that reality is wrong when what actually happens does not conform to the theorist’s expectations of what should have happened. Marxist theory sometimes exhibits this characteristic because it gets interpreted along Marxist ideological lines. Marxism as a theory is intended to explain changes in economic and social relations over time. It is an effort to explain history and to predict the future course of events. Class conflict is presumed to be inevitable in Marxist theory. If class conflict does not arise, then Marxist theorists usually presume that something is wrong with people’s class consciousness. The theory is presumed to be correct and people are presumed to be mistaken.

Soviet founder Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, a theorist as well as a revolutionary leader, devised such concepts as a “trade union mentality” and the “vanguard of the proletariat” to deal with the problem of inconsistencies between predicted behavior and observed behavior. A trade union mentality is, in more modern parlance, equivalent to false consciousness. Because some members of the working class might, according to this notion, misunderstand their true interests, Lenin constructed the idea that a group such as Communist Party elites was needed to lead the way for the proletariat. According to Lenin, party elites, the vanguard of the proletariat, could be better trusted than workers to know what was in the true interest of the working class. Indeed, many argue that
Lenin's concept of the vanguard of the proletariat ensured that Marxist theory would, if put into practice along Leninist lines, evolve into a dictatorial ideology. Lenin, in fact, argued in his essay “What Is to Be Done?” against any debate regarding socialist ideology. His logic inevitably led to the conclusion that if the observed facts contradicted socialist or Marxist predictions, then the facts were in error because they reflected a bourgeois ideology.

Marxist predictions and reality were not consistent with one another in 1914. Marxist theorists predicted that a world war could not happen because the workers of the world would recognize their common class interests and the divergence between their interests and those of the aristocratic and capitalist classes who were making war. The workers simply were not expected to agree to serve in the armies of their countries, fighting against their class fellows from other lands. Marxist theorists greatly underestimated the power of nationalist feelings to join people together, even against members of their own “class.” Indeed, Marxism had no room for nationalism, because nationalism competes with class as an organizing principle. Marxist predictions about World War I proved wrong, but Marxist theorists dismissed the problem as being an error of the workers, who were fooled by false consciousness (that is, nationalism, trade union mentality, and the like), rather than an error of the theory. They invented auxiliary arguments to cope with the failed predictions of their theory. It took repeated failures, culminating in the early 1990s, before most Marxist theorists accepted the overwhelming evidence that their theoretical perspective was wrong as a practical approach to governance. As suggested by the first principle of wing-walking, Marxists were conservative in their willingness to surrender their preferred theory. They needed to be convinced by a great preponderance of evidence. They had to reach the point at which they recognized that their auxiliary arguments had become unsustainable.

The addition of auxiliary arguments to a theory is not inherently problematic. If the new arguments explain previously unexplained events without becoming wrong when applied to previously explained events, then the gains in explanation can exceed the costs in lost parsimony. A theory is more or less parsimonious depending on how many facts it explains compared with the number of assumptions it requires to make predictions. In general, the more events or facts a theory can explain with a limited set of assumptions, the greater the potential usefulness of the theory and the
greater its parsimony. So, if auxiliary arguments (like nationalism, trade union mentality, encirclement by the bourgeois states) are added and explain only one event each, then there is no improvement in parsimony. In fact, such additions are evidence that the theory in question is degenerate. That is, the theory needs to make up a special explanation for each new circumstance and so really is no explanation at all. In fact, a practical software tool for assessing the degree of parsimony or efficiency of theories has been developed and tested on many international relations theories. Some of the most prominent realist theories, alas, have been shown not to be parsimonious at all. They contain no more generalizations than assumptions.

The principle of parsimony is important because it provides one benchmark by which we can choose among competing theories. When a theory or its auxiliary statements need to be changed to suit many—sometimes even each—new observation, then we should suspect that the theory is just plain wrong.

**Scientific Theories Must Be Falsifiable**

How we judge predictions is certainly open to some dispute. Some theories do not allow any possibility that evidence can show them to be wrong. Such theories are not falsifiable. They may be true (or not), but we have no way to be confident they are true or useful, short of faith. Indeed, religious beliefs can be thought of as a set of theories or tools devised to explain human behavior and phenomena in nature. They may be true (or not), but we cannot judge their veracity by normal scientific standards; we must rely on faith. Core religious beliefs, such as a belief in the existence of God, cannot be falsified, although lesser religious arguments, such as when the world is expected to come to an end, clearly can be shown to be false (although maybe not convincingly to a believer). It is essential that a theory seeking the imprimatur of science be susceptible to possible falsification. A theory that has scientific standing is one for which it is possible to imagine a test or set of tests whose results would lead us to conclude that the theory, or at least its central predictions, is just plain wrong. If no such test can be imagined, then the theory really is an article of faith rather than an article of science.

Sometimes people are confused by this idea of falsifiability. They think, “Well, if a theory is true, it cannot be falsified, so how can falsifiability be helpful with true theories?” I want to be very clear. Falsifiability does not have to do with whether an argument
is true or false, but rather with whether conditions exist in principle under which one would conclude that the argument was false. In short, true claims cannot be falsified, but they can be falsifiable. For example, every falling object near the earth's surface accelerates at thirty-two feet per second if we assume that there is no air friction. Apparently this is an excellent approximation of the upper bound of an object's acceleration despite the fact that the simplifying assumption that there is no air friction is never precisely met. It is also a falsifiable claim. If, for instance, you let go of a rock near the earth's surface, there is no air friction, and there is nothing holding the rock back or otherwise interfering with it and it rises rather than falls, then the hypothesis would be disproved. Thus, we can state the conditions for falsification. Whether they are satisfied or not is related to falsification; whether they can be stated or not is sufficient to establish falsifiability. One objective throughout this volume is to sort out which theories of international relations are falsifiable and which are not. We can do this by examining the logic of each theory and the evidence for and against it relative to alternative theories. We saw earlier that an important part of Morgenthau's theory of realism is not falsifiable according to the standards of science. Those who subscribe to it may be right about how the world works, but we have no way to tell. Falsifiability and the examination of logic and evidence are ways we can assess the relative merits of competing explanations while upholding the first principle of wing-walking.

**SUMMARY**

The first principle of wing-walking establishes that we should not abandon one theory for another until the new theory proves to be a better tool for explaining the events of interest. The reliability of predictions is the primary standard for judging the relative merits of competing explanations of events. Theories provide the linkage between assumptions and empirical generalizations. They stipulate how variables relate to each other. In doing so, theories identify the causal or probabilistic association between independent and dependent variables. They provide a simplified view of reality that is believed to reduce the complexity of the real world to its essential components.

Assumptions describe the set of conditions under which a theory is expected to apply to the phenomena of interest. Hence, assumptions define a theory's relevant world of applicability. If the assumed world is too far removed from the world in which we live, then the theory's predictions will prove unreliable and we will conclude that the theory is useless or trivial. If the assumptions contradict each other on logical grounds, then the theory is logically false and so cannot provide a coherent explanation of the world in which we live. Consequently, theories will be judged based on their logical consistency and empirical usefulness. Taste or aesthetic appeal is not critical in evaluating alternative explanations of international affairs; adherence to the requirements of the scientific method is critical.